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2020  
CONTACT  

SESSION  
DATES

2020 Contact Session Dates
March Mathematics and Science Supplementation  
Curriculum (MSSC) Session 2019 

21st March – 28th March 2020

June/July Residential Academic Enrichment Curriculum  
(RAEC) Session 2019

23rd   June – 05th July 2020

September Mathematics and Science Supplementation 
Curriculum (MSSC) Session 2019

19th September – 25th September 2020

Alumni Association of Targeting Talent 
Programme (TTP)

Once you have completed the Programme, you remain a part of TTP family. 
Thus, we would love to maintain contact with you, and we would like to 
track your activities as part of our Programme monitoring. We will contact 
you via e-mails, SMSes, and phone calls, so please send us your new contact 
details should they change. You can also join our Alumni Association of the 
Targeting Talent Programme (TTP) group on LinkedIn  
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12029197/profile   

If you wish to contact us to update your information, please email us at  
ttp.setmu@wits.ac.za or call us on 011 717 8672/8671/8669

SETMU has relocated to University of the Witwatersrand (Wits), Education Campus:  
Marang Block, 2nd Floor, 27 St Andrews Rd, Parktown, Johannesburg, 2193
Wits University, Johannesburg, GP 2000 South Africa

Notice Board
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Foreword
No child should be left behind 
because of their social class, 
race or gender. 

Dr Judy Dlamini
Wits Chancellor & TTP Champion
2020

According to The World Bank 
and TIME Magazine (May 3, 
2019) South Africa is the most 
unequal country in the world. 
Inequality is passed down 
from generation to generation 
with little change over time. 
The most sustainable way 
to close the inequality gap, 
is through access to quality 
education for all, especially the 
marginalised. Early childhood 
education is key, however 
all stages of education are 
important. I learnt this the hard 
way when I entered university. 
Not only was I ill-prepared 
because of the quality of 
education I received at primary 
and secondary education 
level, however, studying with 
learners from more privileged 
backgrounds who had received 
better quality education than 
I did, was intimidating and 
challenging. I lost confidence 
in myself. In 2019, this is still 
a challenge faced by many 
young leaners from rural and 

township schools. They are ill 
prepared for tertiary education 
both academically and socio-
economically. Understanding 
the importance of this, 
Wits University started the 
Targeting Talent Programme 
(TTP) in 2007.

The Programme supports 
learners and teachers in 
formal schooling with a focus 
on Grades 10, 11 and 12 and 
the Maths, Sciences, Social 
Sciences, and Technology 
clusters of subjects. Involving 
families and the communities 
the learners come from is 
transformative. Wits is not the 
only beneficiary to the output 
from the Programme, however 
other beneficiaries include 
University of Johannesburg, 
University of Pretoria and 
Sefako Makgatho Health 
Sciences University.

Wits prides itself in its ability 
to be one of the leaders in 

the country and the African 
continent in both academic 
excellence and transformation. 
This proves that the two are 
not mutually exclusive.  TTP 
is one of the contributors to 
this achievement, combined 
with transformational servant 
leadership. Investing in the 
Programme is an investment 
in sustainable development in 
our country and the closing of 
the inequality gap.
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The Targeting Talent Programme (TTP) seeks 
to identify learners with academic potential, 
largely from a broader range of under resourced 
schools. The Programme, in its thirteenth year of 
implementation, is a pre-university enrichment 
programme that aims to increase the academic, 
social and psychological preparation of learners 
with academic potential from socio-economically 
disadvantaged backgrounds for admission to 
South African Higher Education Institutions.

The TTP implements a residential, on-campus 
psycho-social educational enrichment curriculum 
of deep-immersion in 16 subject areas such 
as  Mathematics; Science; Molecular  Literacy; 
Social Research; Engineering; Computer Science; 
Language; Critical Diversity; International Relations; 
Philosophy; Forensic Science; Information literacy, 
Scientific Thinking; Law; Ethics and Agency with 
the aim of broadening the learners critical thinking 
skills as well as building competency in other 
subject areas. These subject areas are designed to 
develop both the cognitive skills and dispositional 
attributes required for university level study.

The TTP also implements a personal skills 
development curriculum (i.e. Life Skills, Sports, 
Dance and Music Appreciation) which aims 
to encourage life skills development, efficient 
decision making (i.e., career choices) and coping 
and success mechanisms that contribute towards 
personal development.
 
The TTP implements a Mathematics and Science 
Supplementation Curriculum (MSSC) Session in 
order to build learner’s competence in mathematics 
and science with the aim of increasing the learner’s 
academic preparation for admission to South 
African selective higher Education Institutions. 
Furthermore, the TTP implements a Mathematics 
and Science Educator Enrichment Programme, 
which aims to support educators in enhancing 
their pedagogy.

Upon the completion of the Programme, learners 
are tracked to document their trajectory. 

Objective of the Targeting Talent
Programme (TTP) 
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Alumni Tracking 

TTP Overal NSC

Bachelors
Diploma

Figure 1: Pass rate and Bachelors admission 
rate of the TTP, IEB, and the overall NSC 
matriculants

184

Number 
of Alumni

The Gender Breakdown of the 
2018 Grade 12 Cohort

Distinctions obtained by 
the 2018 Grade 12 Cohort

TTP Pass Rate In Relation 
to the National and IEB 
Pass Rates

This represents the number of 
distinctions obtained by the TTP learners 
durring the 2018 NSC examinations

Table 1: Gender breakdown of the 2018 TTP alumni

Figure 2: Type of Pass Achieved for the 2018 TTP Alumni

Percentage

73

71.6%

28.4%

257Total 100%

IEB

94.2%

5.
8%

NSC INFOGRAPHIC

242

Number 
of AlumniPass type Percentage

15

Bachelors

Diploma

94.2%

5.8%
257Grand Total 100%

Table 2: Number of Mathematics and Science 
distinctions obtained by the 2018 TTP alumni

482
Other NSC subjects

257 Grade 12 participated in the Targeting Talent Programme. This cohort of 
learners was funded by Manufacturing, Engineering and Related SETA 
(merSETA) and BP South Africa Education Foundation Trust (BPSA EFT).

Bachelors Pass

100%

78.2%

33.6%

98.9%

90.7%94.2%

Pass Rate

Science
8867

Mathematics

Year of Study  |  Number of Alumni

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Honours
Masters

Post graduate Diploma

Studying & Working 

81

Sex %
Year of Study in 2018 Higher Education Institutions

attended in 2018

23
52
7

Other Activities 

82

ALUMNI

Total 
TTP Alumni 

2139

Reasons
for untracked
•Changes in

contact details

1409
Tracked in 

2018

Other

Highest Qualifications 346

2018
Cohort’s

Access Rate

Bachelors Degree

NUMBER
 OFALUMNI160

80

3Honours Degree

32National Diploma

41Postgraduate Diploma

Masters Degree 17

2018 HEI 
access rate is

 94% 
(number of alumni 
who enrolled into 

a HEI)

Studying

1052
Working

194

+ Gap Year

Seeking employment

Upgrading Matric

357
107
99
90
65

Top 5 
FIELDS OF STUDY

249
235
231
174
70

ENGINEERING

COMMERCE,  
LAW 

HEALTH 
SCIENCES

SCIENCES

HUMANITIES

305
306
307
66
12
18
42
28
18

TARGETING
TALENT

PROGRAMME
TRACKING

2018

73%

27%

13Higher Certificate
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2009
Alumni

My name is Mampe Mabelane, 
I was in the first cohort of the 
Programme from 2007-2009 
and I cannot believe that TTP 
has been in existence for almost 
13 years now. It really feels like it 
was just yesterday when I [was] 
sitting in a similar set-up with 
my high school teachers and 
parents, being informed about 
what the Programme is about.

My background is that I am 1 of 
5 children, I have 2 brothers and 
2 sisters, and I am the middle 
child. Both my parents are 
educators and I am blessed to 
still have them both in my life, as 
they have selflessly contributed 
to the success I have attained 
thus far.

I grew up in a village called 
Tafelkop in Sekhukhune, 
matriculated from a Catholic 
girls only boarding school called 
Guardian Angel’s College or 
Glen Cowie Secondary School 
in 2009. I went on to further 
my studies at the University of 
Cape Town, where I obtained my 
MBCHB degree and qualified as 
a medical doctor in 2015. As of 
January this year, I have been 
working at the specialised Multi- 

Drug Resistant TB (MOR-TB) 
Hospital in Modimolle.
Although it was not obviously 
clear initially, being a part of the 
TTP helped me be a better, well-
balanced student and prepared 
me for some of challenges of 
being a university student. That 
is why, amongst other things, 
I like to describe TTP as a pre-
university Programme that’s 
gives learners a glimpse of 
what university is like and how 
differently it demands one’s 
intellect and approach to studies, 
while also being exposed to 
a variety of equally important 
activities and opportunities 
outside academics.

Traditionally as we all know with 
our schools, learners attended 
classes for a term, write exams 
and they ‘enjoy’ school holidays 
for 1-3 weeks, and then schools 
reopen, and it is the same process 
again. Then in matric, there are 
‘winter school’ programmes that 
one must usually pay for. The 
aim of these holiday classes, 
being to help learners do well in 
their final exams in matric.

TTP was a lifeline for me in 
high school because different 

sponsors invested in my future, 
before I even knew what that 
might look like. By having this 
Programme I received fully 
sponsored holiday classes 
throughout the years from grade 
10 till grade 12. These classes 
helped me academically and in 
turn I was also able to help my 
fellow classmates and the lower 
grades back at my school.

In my high school, as with 
many other schools across 
the province, we had shortage 
of science and mathematics 
teachers. We were being taught 
by different teachers and we 
could never manage to finish 
the science syllabus and to be 
honest, science as a subject was 
a nightmare for me because, it 
was a lot of theory with almost 
no opportunity to test and apply 
that theory.

With TTP I had the opportunity 
to apply some of that theory and 
the chapters that were previously 
confusing started to make 
sense. Some of the chapters 
that we never got to do in my 
high school were covered at TTP 
and I was then able to go back to 
my high school and teach those 

chapters to my class mates and 
the grades below.

The Programme also includes 
a variety of activities that help 
improve communication skills, 
highlight the importance of 
teamwork and the different 
roles within a team, celebrate 
the creative arts through song 
composition and singing 
competitions and promotes 
physical wellbeing through 
different sports and dance 
classes.

I have also met amazing people 
from the different schools in the 
different provinces and made 
good friends. Some I have never 
seen physically since we parted 
10 years ago, but once in a while, 
even if it’s once a year, we call 
each other and talk for an hour 
or so about life, what we are 
currently busy with and plans for 
the future and it is so inspiring to 
hear what great work my peers 
are doing in the country.

I would advise the new and 
current learners to also see this 
as an opportunity to network. 
Make new friends, exchange 
contacts and stay in touch. In this 
room, we have the future doctors 
,engineers, lawyers, business 
owners, fashion designers , 
project managers etc. and you 
will need these services one day, 
so wouldn’t it be great to be able 
to say oh I know a civil engineer 
or an IT specialist who can help 
me with this and that???
I enjoyed my experience with 
TTP, but it is not to say it was 
not with any challenges. Being 
from a warmer environment in 
Limpopo, I didn’t do well my 
first year in Johannesburg. It 
was very cold, it seems like a 
small thing but it can be a lot, for 
some people like me, so do pack 

comfortable warm clothes.

I am not sure how the schedule 
is right now but in my time we 
had quite a packed schedule 
and we moved around a lot 
from one class to the next and 
one building to another. Early 
mornings and late nights were 
a norm and I had to get used to 
that very quickly. This experience 
in particular helped me to cope 
with university pressures and 
even now working as 1 of only 2 
doctors in an entire hospital.

Often, I get asked how I got 
accepted to university and this 
is what I always say and believe 
with regards to ensuring that 
you are the kind of candidate 
that universities want in their 
institution and for when you have 
finally graduated and are seeking 
employment. Universities are 
looking for a well-rounded 
individual. It is very important to 
get good marks but that is not 
all they look at. It is important 
to show them that you are more 
than just your test scores.

So, make it a point that you 
get involved in extracurricular 
activities in you respective 
schools and communities. Play 
sports, join the debate club, run 
for a position in the student 
council and so forth. If there 
is nothing that interests you 
currently, then start something 
that you are passionate about. A 
tutoring group for primary school 
learners, a quarterly school 
magazine, a group that visits the 
sick at your local hospital etc.

When institutions of higher 
education come across such 
applications they get excited 
because they believe that such 
candidates will add value to the 
institution by being involved 

in the different societies on 
campus, identifying problems 
and support with possible 
solutions, be pioneers of great 
initiatives, help change policies, 
be innovative and put the 
university on the map locally and 
internationally.
Your student years are meant to 
be some of the best years of my 
life. I had a wonderful university 
experience and successfully 
completed my degree on record 
time. The following are my 
thoughts on what it takes to be 
a successful student.

Self-awareness: There is only 
one you, and only you can do 
what you can do. Be proud of 
who you are and everything that 
makes you, you. [In] university 
the classes are bigger and you 
can easily become a student 
number. Don’t dim your own light 
and don’t play small, because 
the world needs your greatness.

Set priorities: When you have 
self-awareness, you know 
what your priorities are, remind 
yourself every day of what the 
goal is and get into the habit of 
asking yourself how the daily 
activities you choose to take 
part in are contributing towards 
your goals and if it’s not in a 
good way, then you know what 
the right thing to do is.

Work smart: In my personal 
experience, my challenge initially 
was staying on top my work. 
Just missing 1 lecture can feel 
like you missed a whole week 
of lectures and it feels almost 
impossible to catch up. So, get 
into the habit of preparing for 
lectures a day or 2 before.

Yes you may not understand the 
topic, but all you really need to 
do is just read over the content 

TTP Alumni  
Highlights
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once or twice, so the next 
day when you are getting the 
lecture it’s not completely 
new information and that 
will make you pay attention 
because certain words trigger 
a memory over what you read.

Use technology to improve 
efficiency: still on the work 
smart trend. Almost everything 
is on the internet. You can go 
to YouTube and google the 
process of photosynthesis 
and you will find a video 
explaining the process or 
lecture slides on the topic. 
You can listen to that while on 
the campus shuttle between 
classes. Sitting at your table 
and reading a textbook is not 
sufficient because there is just 
too much information, so you 
need to be smart about how 
you approach your studies and 
which study methods to use 
for different subject.

Ask for help: I know right now 
in high school you are [the] 
one that everyone comes 
to asking for help with an 
equation and so forth.  Your 
classmates want to be in a 
study group with you. That 
will probably change when you 
get to university and you may 
struggle with certain subjects. 
Don’t be shy. Ask for help, and 
ask for help early, because 
otherwise you will never know 
what you don’t know. This 
extends to everything else, 
health or financial challenges, 
stress etc.

All these tips are not for when 
you get to university so start 
now! I am certain that your 
TTP experience exceed your 
expectations. 

Thank you

Kaone Ntlamelle graduated 
from the programme in 2011 
and attended Tigerkloof 
Combined   School. He 
completed a Bachelor of 
Commerce Honours in 
Business Finance in 2016 
at the University of the 
Witwatersrand. In 2018, he 
works at Discovery as a 
Financial Advisor.

2011 Alumni

Chanty Mathebula graduated 
from the programme in 2012 
and attended DZJ Mtebule 
High School. He completed a 
Bachelor of Business Studies 
Honours in Actuarial Science 
in 2016 at the University 
of Cape Town.  In 2018, he 
works at Discovery Life as an 
Actuarial Analyst.

2012 Alumni

Raeesa Asvat graduated 
from the programme in 2013 
and attended Ladysmith 
High School. She completed 
a National Diploma in 
Radiography at the Durban 
University of Technology. 
In 2018, she works at the 
Department of Health as 
Ultrasonographer.

2013 Alumni

Odette Meyer graduated 
from the programme in 
2014 and attended Fred 
Norman Secondary School. 
She completed a National 
Diploma in Radiography in 
2017 at the University of 
Johannesburg. In 2018, she 
works at the Department 
of Health as a Community 
Service Radiographer.

2014 Alumni 

Tshepo Mogano graduated from the programme in 2015 and attended Derek 
Kobe Senior Secondary School. In 2018, he founded the Spache Group and 
works as a CEO.

2015 Alumni

Damien Sebe graduated from the programme in 2016 and attended Phahama 
Senior Secondary School. In 2018, he studies a Bachelor of Science in Computing 
at the University of South Africa and works at the Flying Phoenix Productions as 
Audio Engineer.

2016 Alumni

Ntando Mkwanazi graduated from the programme in 2017 and attended Njeyeza 
Secondary School. In 2018, he studies a Bachelor of Health Sciences in Dental 
Surgery at Sefako Makgatho Health Sciences University

2017 Alumni

Trully Kheswa graduated from the programme in 2018 and attended Njeyeza 
Secondary School. In 2018, she studies a Bachelor of Health Sciences in Speech-
Language Pathology at the University of Cape Town.

2018 Alumni 
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Programme and Learner  
participation update

Two-hundred and twenty (n=220) 
new learners, 100 grade 10 and 120 
grade 11 learners, were selected to 
participate in the Targeting Talent 
Programme (TTP), in 2019. The 
Education, Training and Development 
Practices Sector Education and 
Training Authority (ETDP SETA) 
funds the grade 10 learners, grade 
11 learners are funded by BPSA 
Education Foundation Trust (BPSA 
EFT), as seen in the figure below:

Figure 1: Number of selected 
learners according to donor

The graph below depicts the number 
of learners selected, according to 
gender, per province. The majority 
of the learners (n=156) are from 
Limpopo, followed by Gauteng 
(n=39) and Mpumalanga (n=25). 

Figure 2: Number of learners selected 
to participate in the Targeting Talent 
Programme according to provinces

Over half (n=150; 68%) of the newly 
selected learners are female and 70 
learners are male (32%).  

Figure 3: Percentage of selected 
learners according to gender

Number of learners selected according to provinces 

Percentage of selected learners according to gender

Number of selected learners in 2019

The table below depicts the number of learners per grade and their respective donors, who were active in the 
Programme in June 2019.

 
Table 1: Grade distribution of the 2019 active learners

Overall Retention Rate  
(March-September 2019)  

The retention rate stipulates the percentage of learners retained from one contact session to the next. The 
retention rates have been calculated for the three contact sessions: the March Mathematics and Science 
Supplementation Curriculum (MSSC) Session, the June/July Residential Academic Enrichment Curriculum 
(RAEC) Session and the September MSSC Session that took place in 2019. 

Table 2: Overall retention rates for the Targeting Talent Programme (TTP) 

Donor Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12

ETDP SETA 100   100
AECI   10   10

BPSA EFT   270 192 462
PRIMEDIA     17 17

Standard Bank     47 47

Total 100 280 256 636

March MSSC 
Session 

June/July RAEC 
Session 

September 
MSSC Session 

Total number of learners 
who attended 412 625 377

Total number of learners 
who should have attended 417 636 377

Retention Rate 412/417=99% 625/636=98% 377/377=100%
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The aim of the Family Workshop is to explain the 
role and purpose of the TTP to the families and 
educators of the selected learners. The overarching 
aim is to develop sustainable educational 
partnership practices across school, families and 
communities in order to enhance the learning 
outcomes for the child. The involvement of family 
and community members/schools in the education 
of their children enriches the learning environment 
and directly contributes to student achievement. 

The Workshops were held for the TTP feeder 
schools emanating from the five provinces namely: 
Gauteng, Mpumalanga, Limpopo, North West and 
Free State. The Family Workshops were attended 
by both the newly selected and active learners, 
their family members, educators, principals, school 
governing body (SGB) representatives, members 
of the provincial Departments of Education, donor 
representatives and University staff members. 
Attention was given to the role played by the 
different stakeholders and contributors to the 
Programme.

“We see this programme as a system that 
provides a comprehensive  support service to all 
the role players to enhance their understanding 
of Math’s and Science subject content” – Mr. 
Isaiah Mphaphuli, ETDP SETA Provincial Manager, 
Limpopo Province.

“Your parents want you to be the first in your family 
to be a Doctor, to be an Engineer, to be a Charted 
Accountant. Some of our parents are domestic 
workers but the amount of time and money that 
they give for us to succeed, we cannot disappoint 
them” – Mrs. Paulina Boshielo, MEC for Education, 
Limpopo Department of Education

Moretsiemang Lobelo, Tiger Kloof 
Combined School, Grade 12 Learner, 
North West Family workshop

Truth be told, it feels like it was just 10 seconds ago, 
when we arrived a Wits on the 8th June 2017. We 
were new, small and not knowing. We met people 
from all walks of life.

We thought we were going to a [mathematics] and 
science camp ever since only [mathematics] and 
science students were chosen but NO! TTP is not 
about only that. It is [a] home away from home.
 
It gives you a new idea of life. It teaches and 
exposes you to things you [did not] know. It teaches 
you how to manage your time, be disciplined and 
respect other people regardless of who they are.

Our first session felt like “Stop it, but I like it!” 
Running from one campus to another to gain all the 
things I mentioned above, was worth it, challenging 
our teachers about what is the right method to use. 
Our second session, where we slept in white sheets 
and had dessert every day, taught us to be bold 
about who we are. TTP has as a whole helped us 
to develop new interests, like [dance], music, sports 
and group work.

When we lost our grade mates last year, that’s 
when we started to understand Newton’s third law, 
which states for every action there’s a reaction.

Provincial Family Workshops
Our trips to TTP were always exciting, fun and we 
[could not] wait to arrive to white sheets or hot 
walks of Jubilee, but coming back was the total 
opposite, tired and [sleepy]. 

Today the only thing that can bring our heads 
apart that we got from TTP is the Social Research 
Curriculum (SRC) project. We always have 
arguments but at the end, because [of] the skills 
we gained at TTP we [reached] conclusions. We 
thank TTP for helping us think outside the box, for 
teaching us to have fun without substances [and] 
for helping us discover our hidden talents and 
identities. 

We [do not] want to face reality but [it is] time to 
say bye to our family. [These] 3 years went by like 
a speed of light, a rollercoaster. We never saw it 
coming, really.

TTP is the best thing that has ever happened 
to us. Now we shine brighter than the stars. Our 
experience with TTP was great and it will be one we 
will never forget. Our gratitude goes to you TTP, our 
sponsors, our parents, our school, our teachers and 
above all, we thank ourselves.

Charlotte Mathebula, Suikerland 
Secondary School, Grade 12 Learner, 
Mpumalanga Family workshop

It is wise to hear from a person who has the 
experience because they have lived, seen, breathe 
and felt the journey. ‘‘People will forget what you 
said, people will forget what you did but they will 
never forget how you made them feel’’ by Maya 
Angelou and ladies and gentlemen that is how 

my journey has been in the Targeting Talent 
Programme (TTP). It feels like it was just yesterday, 
when I had to leave home sweet, hot Mpumalanga 
to take a 6 hour bus ride to a strange new cold 
place because I was “targeted” by the TTP, which 
was introduced [to] our school in 2017 by our dear 
awesome Sir Mthethwa. [The] first day was hectic, 
I  expected the day to be simple and sharp but what 
I experienced on that day was the first step to a 
journey of a thousand miles, I felt like I joined the 
military boot camp, TTP babies wear comfortable 
clothes on the 23rd of June because it is about to 
get rough! We were running, climbing, jumping and 
it was intense physical activity and fun at the same 
time. I remember mama Zena telling us to ask our 
legs to work with us and trust me, she was not 
[lying] and the day ended with a sweet dinner and 
early night, I felt like I was in a hotel.

Waking up early is my specialty but the morning of 
that first day was difficult and then I remembered 
the strike system and my adrenalin worked at its 
best. The morning special was the stairs and the 
running and their destination was heaven, from 
breakfast to plenary to classes to teatime to sports 
to dinner and lastly to dancing or singing, IT WAS 
A MARVELOUS EXPERIENCE. Learning something 
new every day was a blast and a good habit.

When it came to [our] social life, I can count amongst 
the most confident people but knowing that I was 
in front of diverse intelligence and excellence, I 
became an introvert but our amazing mentors 
unlocked that ability and good people it was a 
“supersplendiforous” experience as the children of 
today would say it was “dope.” My advice to you 
youngsters, perfect your English and your diction 
because [there’s not only] Swati’s, there [are] all 
African languages speaking learners, even Shona, 
there are Indians, colored’s, whites and maybe this 
year we will be having Chinese.

SO, WAS ALL THE 8 WEEKS AWAY FROM HOME 
WORTH IT?

I simply cannot imagine my life without TTP. It has 
re-invented my life, firstly I am speaking in front 
of decent people so confidently so and my ability 
to think critically has been [increased] to being 
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able to think out of the box creatively. Flowers of 
South Africa, TTP exposes you to a new world were 
all you thought was weird about you is common 
and natural to the people around you. Since most 
of us are from disadvantaged communities and 
schools where there are no youth and awareness 
programmes and our school don’t offer that [many] 
sessions about the youth and varsity talks, as long 
as you are in TTP, you are covered., Mama Zena , 
SETMU staff and our mentors are available to offer 
whatever kind of guidance you may need.

In academics the varsity courses we learn help you 
to choose which career is most suitable for you 
and our school curriculum classes are different 
from our normal classes, you get to really enjoy 
math and physics and in TTP you don’t just learn, 
the questions you have about HOW, WHY AND WHY 
NOT are all addressed in TTP and the experiments 
we do. This touched me the most because you get 
to do them yourself and the textbook information 
suddenly turns to something you can experience 
with all you five senses and trust me, it is easier to 
recall something you have seen with your very own 
eyes when you writing your exams.

The community project truly is a blessing even if it 
gets hard sometimes but it makes us feel important 
in our schools and that we can achieve anything 
we want as long as we work together. TTP babies, 
being away from home is a bit scary but in TTP you 
get a taste of varsity and it is easily adaptable.

One of the greatest gifts TTP has given me is a best 
friend, to find someone crazy as you are is a high 
possibility during the sessions, do not be afraid 
to open up because it might be the greatest thing 
you have ever done. Not to forget a very crucial 
aspect about TTP, in terms of food, you are never 
disappointed, so do not worry about the exercises 
making you slender, the food will maneuver you. 

The Targeting Talent Programme is a project I 
too would like to invest in one day because it has 
changed my whole life to a ridiculously awesome 
ONE. A GREAT LEADER IS GROOMED AT SCHOOL 
BUT A GREAT FUTURE LEADER WITH A BRIGHT 
FUTURES IS GROOMED IN TTP. New TTPians grab 
hold of this opportunity, make it worth it and make 
the whole nation proud. As I leave the stage, thank 
you for such great respect, teachers and parents 

prepare these bundles of joy for a great journey, 
thank you to everyone who made TTP a possibility, 
I would love to leave you with the following quote, 
“Where there is a will, there is a way. If there is a 
chance in a million that you can do something, 
anything, to keep what you want from ending, DO IT 
. Pry the door open or if need to be, wedge your foot 
in that door and keep it open or, if need to be, wedge 
your foot in that door and keep it open.”

Nyirenda Janet, St Brendan’s School, 
Maths Educator, Limpopo Family 
Workshop

Charles Summer said, ‘The best tools receive their 
temper from their fire.”

In South Africa, learners who always turn failure 
upside down and succeed to the greatest heights 
in their lives, are engaged in [the] TTP. [The] TTP is 
a tool which specialises in the impossible. It is a 
messenger sent to deliver a hidden gift to learners 
with a pivoted purpose to discover direction. With 
all difficulties and challenges, one might face, TTP 
gives us a place to stand and once we stand on it 
firmly, we will move the earth.

Not to brag, I can boldly and confidently say that 
I am one of the pros in my community when it 
comes to [the] teaching of Euclidean Geometry 
and Probability. [It is] all thanks to TTP for opening 
avenues which I never thought they existed in the 
afore mentioned topics.

You do not have to tell a lie to prove the truth. The 
three most powerful warriors in human life are the 
three Cs, which are:

1. CHOICE
2. CHANCE
3. CHANGE

The first thing in life is to take a path of highest 
wisdom, which is CHOICE. The first cut in your life 
is the deepest, hence make a CHOICE to be part of 
TTP. After the choice, you then have to stand on 
the CHANCE, which will not make you miss your 
destiny in life. The right choice and chance will then 
effectively CHANGE your life in this Programme. 
People who resist change have made wrong 
choices in their lives at the beginning. Remember, 
you are confined by the walls you build yourself.

With an applauding voice, TTP says to you all:

“BE A VOICE AND NOT AN ECHO”

“BE THE PERSON OTHERS LOOK AT THROUGH 
TTP”

Lastly, thank you TTP for making me a better 
individual in my line of profession through the 
contact sessions you host. At my place of work, a 
vast number of learners have gained confidence 
in Maths as a subject and [it is] all because of the 
expertise I gained from the contact sessions.

Nathan Edward Swartz, TTP Alumni, 
2012 – 2014 cohort, BA Hons in 
Politics & International Relations, 
University of Johannesburg

I spent my week, in a state of TTP nostalgia, scrolling 
all the way down on the TTP Facebook timeline to 
[2013/2014], looking back, reminiscing on the great 
distance I came, the memories I made as footprints 

along my path to the present, recollecting in 
consciousness, the numerous lessons and values 
that slowly, with each TTP session, moulded a 
small but significant part of this search for purpose 
and journey for success I continue to walk today.

It is from my experiences during my time at TTP 
that defining moments of my vision as a young 
African leader was birth into reality, within these 
defining moments, came the voice of purpose 
whispering oh so gently from the wilderness of my 
personal circumstances.

I come from Ennerdale; a little town situated 
South-West of Johannesburg. An underdeveloped 
community wherein youth are exploited by 
substance abuse, gang violence, teenage 
pregnancy and youth unemployment.

Often have I observed, many who fail to look any 
further beyond the town’s borders. Enslaved by 
the mentality of accepting their hope in change 
stolen by their circumstances. Born into a clergy 
family where both my parents are unemployed and 
disabled, I grew up facing numerous challenges, 
loss and at times very few opportunities.

I can recall my very first TTP June Contact Session, 
I remember being overwhelmed by this sense of 
intimidation, surrounded by these brilliant students 
from all walks of life, brought together from every 
corner of South Africa, some who came from 
schools that just seemed way better than my own 
school, Fred Norman Secondary School. I found 
myself comparing my reality; I had accepted my 
circumstances of my hometown as my identity.

This identity, through being exposed to the various 
elements of the TTP would soon be challenged and 
gently wither away, replaced with hope and a new 
perspective. It was challenged in the early morning 
Norming and Storming Sessions where we gained 
energy for the intense day ahead, the Macarena, 
the Chicken Dance and the Cha Cha Slide among 
the vast range of activities that brought about a 
new joy, an opportunity to look beyond the reality 
I came from.

My identity of circumstance was also challenged 
in our TTP groups, daunting strangers with an 
academic attitude to kill any problem in-front of 
them, who later became like family, brothers and 
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sisters, having to work together to find understanding and growth in navigating intense subjects such as 
math and science.

TTP was more than just a Pre-University Programme aimed at improving my math and science marks, it went 
over and beyond that simple goal. TTP equipped me with skills and values I would never have discovered in 
the borders of my challenged community, it shifted and challenged my perspective on every element of world 
around me.

Through the various excursions, to places like the Apartheid Museum, TTP broadened my mind to realise the 
potential I had as a young African leader, born on a continent often perceived as having nothing innovative 
to offer [to] the rest of the world. [The] TTP planted a seed of purpose, growing my life passion for the field of 
political science, international relations and development.

After a presentation on Nelson Mandela’s Conversations with Myself, during a TTP contact session held 
at Birchwood, came one of those defining moments that would send my life into a whole new direction…
One quote: “Men and Women all over the world, right down the centuries, come and go. Some leave nothing 
behind, not even their names. It would seem that they never existed at all”…

If it had not been for my TTP experience, if it had not been for the constant encouragement and motivation 
that I gained from every single person and [being] part of this great Programme, I would not have unlocked the 
new perspective I came to discover, that among all the pains in the world, one cannot be a spectator rather, 
should seek to be [an] active change maker, challenging perspectives, breaking paradigms and building 
bridges of understanding in all of humanity, one person at a time.

We in an ever changing society, at the door to the 4th Industrial Revolution, no longer can we aim to be 
comfortable with specialised careers, neither can we ignore the potential we all have to take this continent to 
whole new heights, for this new future we need individuals who are prepared to go beyond the borders of their 
own realities, ready to be equipped to understand the complexities that lie before us as humankind.

We need politicians [who] would understand the value of innovation in science and technology, we need IT/
Software developers & engineers who would understand the social challenges of human society, the misuse 
of technology for harsh crimes such as human trafficking, we need institutions who are ready to collapse the 
walls that separate faculties such as the Social Sciences and Engineering.

And that revolution starts [with] developing strong and capable leaders who will challenge the status quo, and 
strive to be ground breakers in their field of study, leaders who would heed the call of their inner passions and 
strive to be lighthouses of hope in their communities, individuals who would like to do more than just exist.

As I conclude, I have come to discover that life is a constant process of change, an existential call for purpose. 
We often accept the limitations of the world around us, at the cost of our true passions, we tend to remain 
comfortable with just being average, fitting in and assimilating to standard script presented by society. Yet, 
as Joseph Campbell once jotted down, “It is in the cave that we fear to enter where our greatest treasure 
lies.” TTP has given me hope in myself, it had deposited the faith I needed to look beyond the borders of my 
community, it has reminded me to strive for more than academic excellence, strive for more than just making 
it through high school, but to strive to leave a legacy that will inspire change in many generations to come, no 
matter how small my contribution to society.

So, no matter where you come from, let me leave you with the personal truth I came to discover, that 
circumstance shall not be the dictator of one’s goals, but that potential shall be ignited and reign always 
where it is encouraged and given the light shine. —TTP has given you that very light!
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March/September Mathematics and Science 
Supplementation Curriculum (MSSC) Session 
2019

Contact Sessions

The March MSSC Session took place from the 16th to the 22nd of March 2019, at the Birchwood Hotel and OR 
Tambo Conference Centre in Boksburg, Gauteng. Four-hundred-and-twelve- (412) grade 11 and 12 learners 
funded by BP South Africa Education Foundation Trust (BPSA EFT), PRIMEDIA, Standard Bank and the African 
Explosives and Chemical Industries (AECI)  

The September MSSC Session took place from the 21st to the 27th of September 2019, at the Birchwood 
Hotel and OR Tambo Conference Centre in Boksburg, Gauteng. In total, three hundred and seventy-seven 
(377) grade 10 and 11 learners funded by BPSA EFT; AECI and the Education, Training and Development 
Practices Sector Education and Training Authority (ETDP SETA) attended this contact session.

The objectives of the MSSC Sessions are to: 
• Focusing on Mathematics and Science content enrichment
• Learning new methods of deriving answers 
• Assisting learners to prepare for examinations

Over and above the academic timetable, learners also attended several psychosocial educational activities 
during the March MSSC Session such as: Alumni Career talk, SRC overview, Donor (PRIMEDIA and Standard 
Bank) meetings with beneficiaries,  information sessions on “How not to Access University” and “Important 
questions teenagers should ask” and a Movie Night.

During the September MSSC Session, the learners participated in the following psychosocial educational 
activities which included: a motivation talk by the TTP Champion and Wits Chancellor Dr. Judy Dlamini, a 
Learning and Study Strategies Inventory-High School Version (LASSI-HS) Feedback Session, Maree Career 
Matrix (MCM) Feedback Session, DJ Night, Vision Board, and a BPSA EFT Annual General Meeting (AGM) with 
its beneficiaries. 

These activities form part of the TTP’s aim of psychosocially enriching the learners over and above providing 
academic supplementation. These sessions stimulated the learners’ growth outside of the classroom setting.

Inspiration from TTP Champion 
During the September MSSC Session Dr Dlamini, emphasised the need for children to dare to dream and to 
action their goals and never give up. 

“I realised my dream in the 1980s. I failed along the way but I never gave up.” Dr Dlamini explained that 
her dream of becoming a doctor began as a four-year-old in 1964 but was realised in 1985 and that it took 
“passion, perseverance and resilience” to get her there. Her advice to learners was to use others’ success as 
inspiration; define their dreams; action their goals and never give up.

Dlamini also told learners that they are not restricted to 
having one dream, detailing how a need to reinvent herself 
led to her obtaining her MBA in 1999 and her Doctorate 
in Business in 2014 and using Corporate Finance as a 
stepping stone to a business and investment career.
“The biggest investment we have in our future is people 
and there is no bigger asset than that,” she told learners. 
She also highlighted the current issues children in South 
Africa are faced with and encouraged learners to not give 
up hope, despite the adversity they are faced with every 
day: “Children are under siege. People who survive don’t 
lose hope. You have to ask ‘What can I do to ensure that 
nothing affects me negatively?’”

Dlamini said that some of life’s biggest lessons come not 
only from success but also from failure and challenges. 
“You are not defined by failure but by how you rise from 
failure. Never despair – every challenge is there to teach 
you something,”

Dr Dlamini stressed that leadership starts with 
“leading one’s self, understanding your strengths and 
weaknesses.” Pointing out that our first experience of 
leadership starts at home, she stressed the importance 
of parental leadership, and what she learned from her own parents, namely “hard work and entrepreneurship; 
unconditional love; resilience; the importance of family and teamwork; mutual respect and integrity”.

On the topic of integrity, Dlamini told leaners to never sell their souls and that while many make and lose 
money, “whatever you do, don’t ever lose a good name!” She embellished on this point by saying that “Living 
a life of purpose, a life of significance, means giving it your best, being the best you were meant to be and 
serving for the greater good at any point in your life.”

Dlamini concluded the presentation by telling learners that “We are not perfect and we don’t have to be. 
However, we can be the best version of ourselves if we strive to be better today than we were yesterday. Let’s 
reinvent ourselves to stay relevant. Our resilience, hard work and integrity will make us unstoppable!”

June/July Residential Academic Enrichment 
Curriculum (RAEC) Session 2019
The June/July RAEC Session took place between the 23rd June to the 7th July 2019, at the University of the 
Witwatersrand, Main Campus, in Johannesburg. A total of six hundred and twenty-five (625) grade 10, 11 
and 12 learners attended this contact session. The learners were funded by BPSA EFT, AECI, PRIMEDIA, the 
Education, Training and Development Practices Sector Education and Training Authority (ETDP SETA) and 
Standard Bank. 

The aim of enrichment is not to impact on a school’s existing curriculum or teaching practices, but rather 
to supplement and extend a learner’s weekday curricular and extra-curricular experiences. In keeping with 
the above, the aim of the June/July RAEC Session, was to assist learners in reinforcing the content learnt 
at school, to teach learners new content not covered in school, instil a good work ethic of studying and to 
motivate and prepare learners to navigate university.
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The TTP learners, during this two-week enrichment session, experienced an array of extra-curricular activities. 
All grades attended music appreciation sessions, dance classes and different sporting activities. The music 
appreciation sessions required learners to choose back ground music tracks, and as a group compiled lyrics 
and choreography that would presented to a panel of judges. The dance classes were facilitated by Dance 
Culture, a group of professional dancers. During these classes, learners would learn a dance routine and the 
best group of learners would perform the routine at the Commencement Ceremony. Sports was facilitated by 
the Wits sport curriculum team which included: Cricket, Frisbee, Wall climbing, Netball, Basketball, Volleyball, 
Yoga and Tennis, to name a few.

Grade 12 Commencement  
Ceremony
The Grade 12 Commencement Ceremony was one of the key highlights of the June/July RAEC Session. The 
Commencement Ceremony marked the culmination of the learners’ journey in the TTP. The grade 12 learners 
were treated to a Farewell Dinner before the Commencement Ceremony, to celebrate their journey in the 
Programme. It is SETMU’s intention to simulate what they would experience once graduating at an institute 
of higher education. Key highlights of the Commencement and Farewell events included keynote speakers, 
and performances (music skits, poetry, speeches and dancing)_by learners and mentors as the formal 
Commencement Ceremony (a simulated graduation experience),  for the learners who have completed a two 
or three year cycle. This event commemorates the commencement of these grade 12 learners’ aspirations of 
accessing Higher Education. 

Recognition
During the June - July RAEC the grade 10, 11 and 12 learners, were challenged to an impromptu essay writing 
exercise during the Language classes that were facilitated at the July RAEC. Learners opted for topics that 
they were passionate and had an opinion about. These essays were then marked by the language curriculum 
team and the winning essay from each grade were presented at the grade 12 farewell dinner. Below is the 
grade 12 winning essay.

Glet Thwala, Sitintile Secondary School
The TRC was a failure and South Africa needs to address historical resentment

According to www.overcomingapartheid.msu.edu, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) was a 
commission set out to investigate past injustices brought upon black people by the apartheid government 
(2019). The commission provided a platform for people who violated the rights of black people to apologize 
and be given amnesty. Its main purpose was to bring reconciliation and unite a divided nation.

It is very obvious that the apartheid system was extremely oppressive towards black people. It separated 
them, kept them academically incompetent, inferiorized them and did many other things. It is only natural for 
one to resent those who came up with such a derogative system, hence the historical resentment at hand, 
which the TRC was supposed to delete from previously oppressed minds.

From an article written by Siweya RI in 2014, we find that the TRC did not succeed in bringing about 
reconciliation. She writes that it only focused on redressing issues related to physical and emotional abuse. 
What about land issues, the education system, labour laws etc.? Did they not also oppress black people? In 
essence, black people still hold grudges in that regard and resentment is still there. For the country to be 
great, the resentment needs to be addressed (www.africaunmasked.org).

For someone to actually take a stand at the TRC and ask for amnesty, they had to apply for it. The TRC 
therefore did not reconcile everyone. This highlights its ineffectiveness as it shows that the whole process 
was reliant on the people as it was a matter of willingness. Furthermore, re-enforcing the idea of the existence 
of resentment still present in those who did not have their cases heard. This was paraphrased from www.
sahistory.org.

It goes unsaid that the TRC did fulfill its purpose to some extent as some truths were revealed. Nonetheless, 
the topic at hand still remains proposed because historical resentment still presently does exist.
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Learner Reflection 
Grade 12

In the words of Oliver 
Wendell Holmes Jr, “A mind 
that is stretched by a new 
experience can never go back 
to its old dimensions.” My TTP 
experience started in 2017 when 
I was only a grade ten learner. I 
arrived at the very first contact 
session with expectations of 
what TTP would be like, but 
the experience I had exceeded 
those expectations.

 enjoyed spending time with my 
mentors. When I asked them 
about their academic journeys, 
they would tell me that they 
hold two degrees while others 
mentioned that they were busy 
with their postgraduate studies. 
My limits were challenged. 
Before coming to TTP, I was not 
sure about what I wanted in life.
I have moved out of my comfort 

zone. My confidence has 
skyrocketed, and my attitude 
has changed. I went from being 
very shy to finding it very easy 
to express myself and share 
my opinions freely. I have learnt 
not to limit myself but to take 
responsibility. To acknowledge 
my privileges, one of which is 
being a part of the TTP and to 
try to figure out how to [assist] 
those who are not as fortunate 
as I am.

I thank my fellow TTP learners 
for sharing this experience with 
me and for proving to me that 
teamwork does indeed make 
[the] dream work. To the donors 
and the lecturers, SETMU staff 
my gratitude as I try to express 
words fail me but you didn’t, 
thank you for believing in me. 
The lessons you taught I carry 

with me everywhere I go.

Mello Ditaba, 
Tshebela High School

Excursion day 

I have found the excursion 
so beneficial to me because 
I wanted to study chemical 
engineering but I wasn’t exactly 
sure of what it is about. I have 
learnt  how one can work as 
a chemical engineer. I now 
have knowledge about how BP 
works and what it is all about. 
It is really interesting. I am now 
encouraged to work hard on my 
school work and if I am to be 
accepted where I’ve applied, I 
am planning on working for BP 
in future.

Sports

Artwork by: Mixo Khoza, Capricorn High School

Tshilidzi Khomola, Mbilwi Secondary School

The sports that I’ve played so 
far were really amazing and I am 
now encouraged to play sports 
in my university level (sic).

[Dance]Hip-hop Session

The [dance] hip-hop session 
was one of the things that made 
me enjoy the TTP because I am 
that person who really loves 
dancing. Dancing is one of the 
sources of my happiness, so 
I enjoyed it. My highlights in 
this contact session were [the] 
Maths and Science classes 
because the topics we were 
taught prepared me for my trial 
examinations. It really benefited 
me a lot.

Nonhle Sibande, 
Highveld Secondary 
School

I still remember it like it all 
started yesterday, a young 
shy lady I was, 15 of age. Not 
knowing [a] thing about TTP. 
Within me there was nothing 
else but fear: fear of failure; 
fear of not fitting and mostly 
fear of meeting new people 
speaking different languages. 
After being separated into 
groups, I had found myself a 
new family, a family of peace 
and love, embracing nothing 
else but talent. We would sing 
together, make a song together 
and also danced hip-hop 
together. And there was mama 
Zena an inspirational woman, 
I remember in grade 10 she 
would always tell us that “We 
are not Africans because we 
were born in Africa, but because 
Africa was born in us.”

A year later it was still me again 
at TTP, but no longer shy or 
having any fear because I was 

taught that when it’s my time to 
shine, nothing shall hinder me. 
I must stand up and shine. The 
lessons (sic)  were the best part, 
the privilege of being with my 
mates was phenomenal. The 
SRC taught us group work, we 
would fight our ways out of any 
conflict but we never gave up. In 
fact, this is when I was chosen 
to do the hip-hop routine at the 
commencement ceremony. It 
was great while it lasted but 
this is me now, better groomed 
than ever.

Quite a journey it has been, 
from shy to confident, 
from disadvantaged to 
advantage(sic), from knowing 
less to knowing more. I will 
forever miss TTP. I aim to study 
at Wits, so I can pay back to you 
all. Standard bank, I will forever 
be grateful. Goodbye TTP.
Group C – Group K – Group S

Anonymous

Targeting Talent is such a 
wonderful programme and 
being a part of it has been a 
huge privilege. A privilege I 
shall cherish forever. From 
2017 to 2019, being a part of 
this programme allowed me to 
interact with different people 
from different walks of life. It 
kind of forced me to get out my 
comfort zone, which I eventually 
did.

I really liked the new me because 
I would not want to interact with 
people but TTP changed all that. 
TTP ignited the sparks that went 
off in me. I really had fun even 
though it was not easy. All the 
excursions (Apartheid museum, 
Maropeng & Sterkfontein) and 
the careers day we had in 2018 
really opened my eyes. They 

all allowed me to [broaden] 
my horizons. From 2017 till 
now, I can never remember a 
bad thing about this wonderful 
[programme].
All the learnings I have learnt 
from TTP, are the learnings 
that I shall live by. TTP for me 
is the foundation to success, 
TTP made me believe in myself, 
no matter what. Thank you 
TTP! Continue changing young 
lives out there and recognising 
talent!!!

Grade 11 
Arnold Maluku, St 
Boniface High School

I would firstly like to thank my 
mentors for being there for us. 
In these past few days I have 
grown, became more open 
and had fun. My highlights are 
language, Maths, the hip-hop 
[dance] routine and life skills. 
The reason I enjoyed life skills 
was that everyone was open, 
shared everything they were 
thinking, I even learnt different 
words that I didn’t know.

Our Maths teacher was the 
best, reason being he enjoyed 
Math so he made sure that 
everyone enjoyed, understood 
and had fun. Although I was not 
chosen to dance for everyone, 
I really loved the routine and 
wow I’m going to be performing 
for others at home and school 
in order for them to also be 
entertained.
Language I got to understand 
some parts I didn’t understand 
in writing my essay. The first day 
was really amazing because we 
got to act and understand how 
we get lost when writing our 
essay.
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Mello Ditaba, Tshebela High School
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Grade 10 
Ooh TTP, a programme that gives
Learners an opportunity to learn. 
A programme that targets the hidden talents of 
learners

Oohh wow!! A programme that offers learners basic 
innovative education
TTP you are preparing us for university. You make 
us responsible for our actions in life.
You gave us strength to face many challenges and 
obstacles in life. 

With you TTP we will win against all odds

You choose learners to be part of the TTP, not 
looking at the situation in their families. But you 
choose a learner whether his or her family is rich 
or not. 
All you want from them is to sharpen their minds so 
that they can stand for themselves in life
And change the world we are living in today.

Now we have luminous futures
Because of you. Now we are open minded
Because of you.
Actually, TTP you are a real life changer.
Thank you for being there for us
You are so gentle, kind and loving

During lessons you encouraged us to work as a 
team, 
To share ideas and thoughts
You have changed us from being hermits
To me since attending TTP there has been no 
humdrum moments at all

Education is not a standard bank
But with education you can move
Forward. 
Education is also not an MTN 
But it is everywhere you go. 
That’s my conclusion.

Firstly, the June contact session at University of 
Wits was the most tremendous one. One could say 
it was great or maybe good, but I say that it was 
such a fantastic experience. The one class that has 
really made me to realize the importance of equality 
is [Critical] Diversity. I [learnt] that discrimination is 
engaged with power. I learned that we are equal no 
matter what the differences are. Discrimination has 
effects such as inferior complex where by you are 
not secure with yourself. On top of that I realised 
that the young children are the future leaders of the 
next generation.

In the life skills class, it really empowered me to 
speak out about my thoughts and what am feeling 
through writing in my diary and to reach out for help.
Lastly, I really appreciate the chance that you’ve 
given us to be at the Apartheid Museum. I got to 
learn about our former president Nelson Rolihlahla 
Mandela and also the Mercedes Benz that was 
given to him from East London. The red colour 
represented the blood that was shed during 
apartheid. The number plate is 999NRM of which 
the triple nine represented years of being in prison. 
I really [learnt] a lot.

Karabo Maepa, Ponti Secondary  
School

Mpapatse Magapa, Rantobeng High School

Educator Enrichment Programme 

Since SETMU is unable to extend the TTP to all learners in South Africa, by engaging in enrichment workshops 
with the educators from feeder schools of the TTP, it is envisioned that dissemination of knowledge and skills 
will take place and will be impactful for the school at large. The annual Educator Enrichment Programme took 
place from the 23-29 June 2019, at the University of the Witwatersrand’s Education Campus, in Johannesburg.  
Ninety- one (n=91) educators jointly funded by BPSA EFT, ETDP SETA, PRIMEDIA and Standard Bank, attended 
the Programme. The majority of the educators (n=72; 79%) had not participated in the Programme before, 
whereas 12 educators (13%) had. 
    
The Educator Enrichment Programme aims to:

• Upgrade the subject specific, subject-didactic and curriculum-specific knowledge of participating 
  educators; 
• Upgrade the educators’ technical dexterity thus educators will be better equipped to create their own 
  materials for learners; 
• Assistance in the creation of professional learning communities amongst educators which will assist 
  in the dissemination and generation of knowledge. 

It is envisaged that the Educator Enrichment Programme will impact the school through the training of 
mathematics and science educators from selected schools and generate knowledge.
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Current TTP Learner Success 
Current TTP learner in grade 11, Lenox Baloyi from 
Hluvuka High School who participated in the 39th 
annual Eskom Expo for Young Scientist International 
Science Fair (ISF) 2019 achieved the following:

1. A special award called the Hendrik van der Bijl 
award with a cash prize valued at R7 000
2. Won the RADMASTE award which is a box of 
laboratory equipment 
3. Bronze Medal for his participation

In addition, in 2018 Lenox entered a competition 
called the Envisionit Prize competition for all South 
African schools dealing with water harvesting 
systems with his ‘Solar Desalination’ project. At the 
award ceremony, which took place at the On the 3rd 
of October at Hyatt Regency in Johannesburg, Lenox 
won second place out of all the other projects in 
South Africa. 
In addition, he won a cash prize of R30 000 and was 
the recipient of a Bursary valued at R270 000 to study 
at University after completing grade 12.

Lenox had this to say to the SETMU team

“Thank You SETMU for your contributions academically because our school does not have a fully functional 
lab but with the help of the experiments and Research classes I attended at Wits, I applied the lessons learnt 
to do a report for my project and it helped me a lot to win these competitions”

UP-CLOSE AND PERSONAL

The grade 12 learners’ showcase their talent and hard 
work during the Celebration of Work. This event at the 
June/July RAEC Session serves as a culmination of the 
Social Research Curriculum, taught to learners from the 
start of their TTP experience. Learners are taught basic 
research methodology.  They are urged to put into practice 
the research skills taught to them, when they conduct a 
profile of their community and a needs assessment of 
the area. Learners then build on this knowledge in grade 
11 and are taught how to implement their projects. In 
grade 12 learners present their projects to a panel of 
adjudicators. A semi-finals round was hosted. From 
these presentations the top three winning schools for 

both two and three-year cycles were presented with  
prize giving scheduled for the  grade 12-Comencement 
Ceremony.

The research component of SETMU seeks to link 
directly into the University’s 2020 strategic framework 
to contribute to the development of Wits as a leading 
research-intensive University. By implementing these 
research projects learners are able to assist communities 
in their respective areas, which ensures that the impact 
of the Programme itself is far reaching. It also assists the 
learners stretch their knowledge base and then assist 
the communities. 

PROJECT: RENOVATE

The overall purpose of the project was to find the needs of 
the community and identify its problems through analysing 
how the community is built and the facilities it has. The 
research design of the project done by the research team 
was distributed equally amongst the members of the 
group. Thereafter, information obtained was gathered 
altogether to combine it, which it had obtained from 
different sources. Then the research team analysed the 
findings of the results obtained from different sources 
such as interviews, questionnaires, surveys also from 
interpreted data collected. From the results it has shown 
there is a great need of facilities that need to be fixed. The 
research team with reference to the labour law amendment 
could not implement on their original plan. However the 
principal initiated that the plan be implemented differently 
and since this plan was different from the research’s team 
original plan it was tried but unfortunately the objective 
couldn’t be reached. 

Community Outreach: Celebration of Work

TWO- YEAR CYCLE WINNING ABSTRACTS
Reitumetse High School (First position)

Staff members awarded for excellence in mentoring

Number of educators 
per donor, according 
to subject areas
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PROJECT: #50 SHIRTS

The study assessed the needs of the Giyani High School. 
The goal of the study was to identify the needs of the 
community and identity the need that affects the learners 
academic performance the most and find out how the 
lack or inadequate supply of the identified community 
need, affects student`s academic performance. The study 
examined the needs in detail to identify the problem that 
affects learners the most. 

Data on community needs was derived mainly from 
questionnaires given to teachers and learners, as well as 
a group discussion and individual interviews with them. 
The sample for the study consisted of 30 learners from 
grade 8-12., six learners from each grade, there were 3 
boys and 3 girls [who were] randomly selected. Additional 
information was obtained from internet sources. It was 
hypothesized that lack of school uniform is the social 
issue that affects learner`s academic performance the 
most, but the hypothesis was proven wrong unhygienic 
toilets was the social issue that affected the academic 
performance of learners the most. Although the school 
has tried several times to fix the issue of unhygienic 
toilets. The need that was yet to be addressed is the lack 
of uniform, from research we conducted we found that 
lack of proper school uniform contributes to absenteeism 
and lowers the self- esteem of learners. 

Therefore, the social issue we decided to address was 
lack of school uniform. The name of the project is #50 
shirts aimed to raise to about at least 50 shirts. Note that 

Giyani High School (Second Position)

this was not restricted to only shirts but any other part of 
the school uniform was also accepted. The ways in which 
awareness about the donation of school uniform was 
raised [was through] posters and   public speaking where 
the announcements were made in each and every class 
from Grade 8-12 Initially the date at which the school 
uniform was to be donated was on the 13th of February 
2019. However, the Educator’s strike which took place on 
the 13th of February 2019 meant that the learners could 
not come to school to donate school uniform, hence the 
date was postponed to the 17th of February. [In total] 18 
shirts; 6 trousers; 6 jerseys and4 tunics were donated.

PROJECT: OLD LIBRARY

Glen Cowie Secondary School Is currently facing a drastic academic decline. Through interviews and questionnaires, it 
was found that the academic decline is all due to the major reason which is sharing textbooks in a large number of group 
where the learners cannot get a chance to use the textbook for their test or exam. The group found out that the old library 
has textbooks which could be used by the learners. Teachers could not grant the learners the access because they think 
that the textbooks are too few and that the learners will damage all the textbooks. The group came up with a solution to 
improve the old library by making the books accessible and making sure that there are people who will take care of the 
library. Through fundraising and asking for donations as a contingency plan will help make money for the project to buy 
all the equipment needed.

Glen Cowie Secondary School (Third Position)

BEFORE AFTER
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PROJECT: THUTO ENTLE

In our Grade 10 assignment, we researched our 
community, UJ Metropolitan Academy. Our sample, 
consisting of 15 learners from our community, were 
required to participate in an interview and complete a 
questionnaire. We analysed the data we received by 
means of qualitative and quantitative methods. Our 
hierarchy of needs in our needs assessment revealed 
that the top 5 needs (in order of importance) within our 
community were the need for: Youth Empowerment, a 
designated transportation service, an increased use of 
technology in the maths and science classes, increased 
language diversity and the creation of a renewable water 
source. We therefore decided to establish the first Youth 
Empowerment Group within our community because it is 
the most important need in the community. We identified 
that in order to achieve our aim, which is to establish a 
Youth Empowerment Group, four key goals would need 
to be achieved first. 

Mrs Nkosi has agreed to facilitate our project. However, 
we are unable to use her classroom as our venue. Thus, 
our contingency plan, which is to use our community’s 
auditorium, is necessary. In addition, Mrs Natanya 
Laurie is no longer able to assist us due to other 
commitments as of February 2019. In the meantime, 
Muhluri Sambo has agreed to do motivational talks and 
we have approached the principal of our community, as 
well as City Year, to offer their services to our project.  

University of Johannesburg Metropolitan Academy - PRIMEDIA 
(First Position)

THREE-YEAR CYCLE WINNING ABSTRACTS

We have fully completed our third and fourth goals 
and have met our deadline. In conclusion, we have 
implemented our contingency plan; recycling of paper, 
cans and plastic as well as cardboard. This waste will 
be disposed of in the larger recycling bins behind the 
school. It has been communicated with us through 
the office that the company that sponsored the bins 
will collect the waste once every month and we are 
currently communicating to ensure this does occur. The 
Eco-Warriors have additionally undertaken to clean up 
the school every fortnight on a Wednesday to ensure 
the cleanliness of the environment.

PROJECT: REVIVE LIBRARY

In order to find the main problems affecting our school 
we did a qualitative research with all the grade 10 
learners to find out what was the main cause of the 
poor performance. We found out that the sharing of 
textbooks was the main issue as some learners could 
not study when they get home or study early to study 
for their tests and exams. We then took this issue to the 
RCL committee and tried to come up with a solution that 
would at least decrease the high failing rate in grade 
10.We then did casual days trice a month and collected R 
2, 00 rands from all learners who were supporting us but 
that did not help us as we only made R 200 during that 
three month period. We then had to put our contingency 
plan into action which is finding sponsors who will help 
us financially. We were in need of 30 Oxford Successful 
Physical Science Textbooks of grade 10 so according 
to the quotation we received from the principal we 
discovered that one Oxford Successful Physical Science 
textbook cost about R 207,00 therefore 30 books would 
cost us R 6 410,00 including transport costs. Our project 
was funded by Mr.  Zwelakhe Mguni the CEO of Benguela 
Global Fund Managers . He delivered 30 Physical science 
textbooks to our school and we also collected some of the 

Reitumetse High School (Second Position)

books from the drop outs to increase try and decrease 
the shortage rate. Our project is not sustainable as 
we will be leaving Ngwathe Secondary next year but 
we have advised the educators to assess the learners 
ability in subjects like Physics and Maths before letting 
them choose a stream. This will not only decrease the 
low performance in lower grades but it will help learners 
to identify their strengths and weaknesses.    

BEFORE

AFTER
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PROJECT: HEALTH FIRST

The purpose of this project is to get to know the community, which we have chosen, through research and identifying what 
needs there are in the community. This was done by conducting qualitative and quantitative methods which included 
engaging with the members of the community through questionnaires, interviews and surveys. The sample used was 
6 learners per grade and they were chosen randomly.  From there we set out to try and figure out the greatest identified 
need amongst the members of the community. We found out that the common or major need was the need for sports 
first aid kits and this has a negative impact on the learners and their livelihood, as they get injured during matches and 
don’t get immediate assistance. This mostly leads to absence at school due to them having to go to the doctor- leading 
to them falling behind with their school work.
 
In order to solve this problem, we sought out sponsors and held fundraisers to accumulate first aid kits.  

Tigerkloof Combined School (Third Position) TTP Mentors & Alumni 

Name and Surname: Tennille Bee

High School Attended:  
Fred Norman Secondary School

Province: Gauteng

Which years did you attend TTP:   
2013-2014(2 year cycle)

Degree Obtained/Currently Pursuing:  
Bachelor of Education (Secondary Teaching)

University Attended:  
University of the Witwatersrand

1.  How did you benefit the most from participating in the Targeting Talent   
     Programme?

TTP was the compass that came when I needed direction and adjusting of my sails. I attended high school where going 
to university was taboo and there was very little inspiration in my community. The Targeting Talent Programme provided 
much needed guidance in terms of career opportunities and university life, the mentors or Residence assistants as they 
were called back then, proved to be the much needed inspiration and the Programme holistically impacted my personal 
growth.

Through my participation in the Programme I gained many of the qualities that make me a marketable employee which 
are time management, conflict resolution, self-regulation, reflection and tenacity. I learned to get out of my comfort 
zone which was working collaboratively, holding myself accountable for my decisions and actions and public speaking. 
I gained confidence in my ability and for the first time in a long time my potential was recognised and someone finally 
‘saw me’.

2.  What motivated to choose your current career field and how did TTP assist?

One of my RA’s who had a great impact on my matric year was an educator. I saw myself in her and  we shared many 
similar qualities. My grade 12 Science educator advised that I would make a great educator as I used the exam techniques 
I [learnt] during the March and September contact session to teach my peers at school.

I remember at the grade 11 careers day all my friends at TTP went to visit the Engineering, medicine and Science stalls; I 
went too but I snuck off and got the education pamphlet which I still have by the way, I kept it for 6 years to remind myself 
of that moment. I was one of very few who showed interest in becoming a teacher and during school I was embarrassed 
that I would be judged by my peers because of the stigma attached to the teaching profession but I have come a long way 
and I tell people I am an Educator with my chest [help up high] now!

3.  What is the most exciting thing about your career?

The most exciting thing about my career is that I am the architect of all other careers. I have the obligation and the honour 
of unleashing learners’ potential of South Africa’s national treasures, the learners. In doing this I play a supportive role, a 
mentoring role, and facilitating role. I assist in changing the lives of families, breaking generational curses such as poverty 
and illiteracy and I help learners to dream beyond their social and economic backgrounds. I play a role in emancipating 
minds and facilitating academic and personal growth.  Another thing is that every day is different in teaching There is 
never a dull moment in the classroom. I am also a life-longer learner, learning from my learners and from colleagues. I 
wake up daily with purpose and a reminder that I play a part in changing and educating learners.
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4.  How do you overcome your 
challenges? What in your experience 
in TTP helped you develop those 
skills? 

I overcome challenges by noting the good/positives that 
come from the situation. By highlighting the positives I 
am able to better find resolutions for these challenges. 
This is a skill I [learnt] from my mentors and peers who 
came from different backgrounds to that which I know.
 
Many of the challenges we face are due to our decision 
and actions. I overcome challenges by reflecting on my 
choices and strategic planning to ensure these short-
comings are not recurring, this was a skill I [learnt] 
through critical self-reflection and self-regulation which 
are skills I [learnt] from the TTP.
 
Lastly I overcome challenges by counting how fortunate 
I am and how special I am and expressing gratitude is 
one of the Programme’s core values.

5. Words of wisdom to current cohort 
of TTP learners and encouragement 
for current matriculants. 

I would encourage the class of 2019 to surround 
themselves with positive individuals who assist in 
their personal growth. I would also encourage them to 
reflect on their journey and this can help with personal 
accountability. They should be grateful and continue to 
inculcate the values and skills [learnt] in the TTP  in their 
lives in school, university and the workplace. Never 
forget where you come from and pay it forward to others 
in the form of role modeling, developing a giving spirit 
and become a motivation to someone else, such as the 
Programme did for them. Make your own opportunities 
happen and pave your own destiny, go for it as there is 
no handbook for your personal success. I would say that 
they should know who they are and in everything they 
do moving forward, to be unapologetically themselves. 

Name and Surname: Thato Rachamose

High School Attended:  
Derek Kobe Senior Secondary School

Province: Limpopo

Which years did you attend TTP:   
2013-2014 (2 year cycle)

Degree Obtained/Currently Pursuing:  
BSc Mathematics of Finance, Currently pursuing 
BSc (Hons) Mathematics

University Attended:  
University of the Witwatersrand

1.  How did you benefit the most from participating in the Targeting Talent      
     Programme?

My selection into the Programme was nothing short of a milestone. It really opened up a new horizon of opportunities  
to explore just how far my potential could go. I was among the top achievers in my school so I wasn’t as properly driven 
to compete on a national scale. The Programme awarded me the opportunity to meet other high end performers from 
around the country and this really gave me drive and the knowledge that there is competition out there that I can really 
draw motivation from. Being in the midst of such great minds paved the way for absorbing other ways of thinking and 
provided a learning environment where we could all share knowledge and techniques. This easily turned me from an A 
student to an A+ student. 

The Programme exposed me to a lot of different 
university level material and this gave me a good idea 
of what the different degrees are like. It gave me an 
opportunity to broaden my thinking and also get familiar 
with the university space and its ways of teaching. 
In this whole process I made friends with people from 
different backgrounds and this accelerated my people 
and personal skills, which later gave me an advantage 
when I got to the university space.

2.  What motivated to choose your 
current career field and how did TTP 
assist?

I originally wanted to pursue medicine as my chosen 
career path but then after visiting the Life Sciences 
museum on one of our TTP excursions I was quite certain 
that it wasn’t what I wanted to do because I got a close 
up sense of what it was really about. From that day going 
forward I started to be more aware of myself and made 
my career based on my strengths which are in alignment 
with my interests and not just what sounded cool and 
scarce. I then decided to do my studies in Mathematics 
which was highly encourage by the LASSI report that we 
took during the Programme to assist in career choice 
fitting based on personality and skillset.

3.  What is the most exciting thing 
about your career?

My career is quite interesting in the sense that you 
become very good in problem solving and you develop 
these skills by working on very abstract topics in the 
field of mathematics. The most exciting thing about it is 
that it allows you to be able to work anywhere because 
of this highly developed problem solving skill. The fields 
of work range from commerce, technology, energy and 
communications etc.

4. How do you overcome your 
challenges? What in your experience 
in TTP helped you develop those 
skills? 

I believe I overcome my challenges by selective 
adaptation. Whenever I face a challenge I am grounded 
and have a clear sense of the goal and what I wish 
to get out of the situation. This kind of analysis and 
thinking enables me to know exactly what I need to do 
to overcome the situation. At times it may require me to 
do some extra reading, ask for help, develop other skills 
first, do some exercise to bring energy levels up or even 
just changing my diet just to overcome a challenge. 
The Programme is very dynamic and exposes an 
individual to a lot of different challenges at the same 
time and requires one to be able to navigate the space 
dynamically. The environment made me  always remain 
calm when dealing with situations and think logically 
and optimistically about challenges.

5.    Words of wisdom to current cohort 
of TTP learners and encouragement 
for current matriculants. 

Make use of the spaces and opportunities you are 
exposed to and get the best out of every experience. This 
can be done by making relationships and being actively 
involved in building yourself as a person. Acquire as 
many skills as possible from your interactions with your 
peers and your seniors. Life is too short to learn from 
your own mistakes alone so with that said learn from 
other people and their experiences. Do not forget the 
lessons you got from the Programme and allow yourself 
to grow. Education is one thing that will give you the 
best immunity from a lot of life problems so learn as 
much as you can and show respect and gratitude to 
every person and that includes you.
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Creative Corner: Artworks
Katlego Kompane, Mabalane Seleka Technical School

Ofentse Molokoane, Sir John Adamson High School
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Ndzalo Ntimbane, Hluvuka High School

Tyrique Klassen

Bushebu Bulombo

Nonhle Sibande

Cidal Prinsloo

Siphesihle Mfaba

Sandisiwe Nkosi

Jacqueline Rajanna

Rosinah Matsilili

Luyanda Phanyeko

Sibusiso Mfana

Sihle Ntuli

Lucy Ndlovu

2019 Grade 12 Compendium
GALLERY



Tebogo Masilane

Busisiwe Miya

Blessing Themba

Anesu Makosa

Mahlatse Moretsele

Masego  Motitswe

Christopher Mvula

Lethabo Mothoagae

Nonhlanhla Masina

Shantel Moshitwa

Dimpho Magamola

Rethabile Phirichwane

Noko Thantsa

Goitseona Nthite

Queen Khambule

Omphemetse Mohulatsi

Carol Molatlhegi

Noxolo Nkosi

Uhone Khakhu

Rivash Jaikaran

Onalenna Ditsele

Bafana Zulu

Taryn Du Preez

Mmetja Kekana

Warona Gouwe

Ayanda Mkhaliphi

Jorenthia De Bruin

Thakgalo Mangena

Shante Mtsetfwa

Kwenzokuhle Khumalo

Kim Jacobs

Clement Moukangwe



Mpilo Makhubu

Gift Letswalo

Karabo Ramalatso

Bontle Mandlase

Thabiso  Mdhlovu

Katlego Machaba

Boipelo Motlhake

Tshephang Seanego

Mancoba Ngwenya

Kholofelo Matjee

Tokelo Mpete

Mandla Dhlamini

Keanan Abrahams

Mantatedi Ntjana

Kgatliso Modiba

Siyanda Mdluli

Caitlin Mackay

Masego  Manganye

Precious Morifi

Tswelelo Mokonyane

Inala Beijuka

Michele  Maluleke

Boipelo Kekana

Tsholofelo Mpholefole

Tshegofatso  
Masekoameng

Elelwani Muhanelwa

Katlego Mashiane

Mohau Phehla

Queen Mafakane

Stephinah Makaleng

Nellah Phahlamohlaka

Bedel Shambu



Amogelang Malete

Phindile Masango

Nerrisa Maripane

Lionell Kere

Oratile Mashishi

Ntwanano Shilubane

Ngwanamo kgabudi 

Serabele Mahlaku

Itumeleng Segalagala

Ntando Fakutse

Thuli Mtshweni

Thomas Nkoko

Mpfunzeni Mulaudzi

Ellena Kapa

Josias Nkwana

Keletso Ntsoeng Bokamoso Letsoalo 

Mokgadi Masela

Madiga Sehlapelo

Tselale Thoka

Kwena Matlala

Molato Makweya

Thonane Mabeloane

Nkele Mafemo

Mashianoke 

Mokgadi Sebeka

Tebogo Lekoloane

Mamakgase Sefoko

Reatlegile Kgwetiane

Machuene Makgoka

Kholofelo Matlou

Lesego Masilela

Tshegofatso Molongwana



Dimpho  Seile

Tebogo Malope

Ikageng Thitane 

Kgalalelo Matlhoko

Molebeledi ShupingLehlogonolo Molatudi

Lehlogonolo Lekgau 

Moretsiemang Lobelo

Tebogo Lekoloane

Unathi Mboyisi

Tiragalo Mutloane

Gosego Madienyane

Lesego Masilela

Khutso  Sekwakwa

Chemist Mashilane

Clement Phetla

Keikanetje Mogoba

Bakutswe Sekhukhune

Mburu Githuka

Nicole Mokubela

Rhulani NkomoPhuti Mphalo

Petronell Ratau

Thato Leeuw

Tshepho Motalaota

Maribeng Tsiri

Nhlamulo Shivambu 

Katlego Boasi

Motabele Thobejane

Malebo Bapela 



Mashele Twala

Mahlatse Ramashala

Madibolo Maoto 

Lethabo  
Mahlabegoane

Maseko Tswidi

Pebetse Nape

Lebato Mahlase

Kemishi Matlabjane

Keabetswe Malebye

Lebogang Phetla 

Tumelo Kgomosotho

Kgaogelo Kekana

Lebogang Mgidi

Moretelega Mampane

Malebo Mothoa 

Letsoba Mabe

Raesetja Galane

Choene Nong

Khanimambo  
Sombhane

Yinhla Nkuna

Mmatsebe Sehlare

Enelo Nobela

Kedibone Modise

Kamogelo Mogtlane 

Madira Montjane  

Meronia Muila

Khwathani Davhana

Shiluvelo Nkuna

Maphula Mamotheti

Nkateko Mabasa

Khanyisile Nkuna

Ntatedi Kau



Sethogola Lebotsa

Njabulo Mbete 

Mpho Chauke

Londani Mudau

Sekapa Kekane

Sakhile Mahlalela

Tshilidzi Khomola

Yinhla Nkuna

Mahlodi Mefolo

Nkosiyazi Lubisi 

Masindi Nengudza

Pfunzo Mapholi

Theo Mathebula

Nkosiyazi Lubisi 

Anzani Tshivhula

Zwovhahone Mateka  

Sekwanele Vilakazi

Busiswa Mbazima

Akonaho Lavhelani 

Thapelo Lubisi

Marundeni Nedzharata

Muofhe Mulaudzi

Zwivhuyazwiada  
Nethanani

Khensi Nkuna

Mukonazwothe Ravele

Nyandano Sipholi

Nocolo Thabethe

Ntuthuko Nkosi

Fortunate Mpebe

Wavhothe Masakona

Accolade Maseko



Puzzles

Crossword Puzzle

2019 TTP Residential Academic Enrichment Curriculum

Across
1. dlug dlug
2. balance or yin and yang
3. dance or choreograph
4. moral principals
5. grade 10 excursion

Down
1. algebra
2. investigation of the missing banana
3. race, ethnicity or gender
4. rockets
5. book Reviews
6. fourth industrial revolution or coding
7. celebration of work
8. DNA
9. also the name of an insect
10. sport that has a basket
11. Place where humans originate from 

Across: 1.bpfueltechnologycenter 2.yoga 3. hiphoproutine 4.ethics 5.apartheidmuseum

Down: 1.mathematics 2.molecularliteracy 3. Diversity 4. Engineering 5.language 6.computerscience 7.research 8.forensics 9.cricket 10.basketball 11.maropeng

Sudoku
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